Want Clear, Porcelain Skin, Like a
China Doll?
The China Doll Rejuvenation treatment is a complexion toning laser, paired with a medicalgrade carbon serum to enhance the laser’s ability to create clear, porcelain, doll-like
complexion for your skin.

H o w do es Chin a D oll Rejuv en ation work?
China Doll Rejuvenation is a non-invasive, gentle treatment consisting of a state-of-the-art Qswitched Nd-Yag Laser paired with a medical-grade carbon serum. The serum maximises the
laser's capability for the destruction of debris clogged in the pores and upper layers of skin, as
well as for treating minor skin imperfections, giving skin a glow from within.
The China Doll Rejuvenation treatment, also known as ‘Carbon Laser Skin Rejuvenation’ or
‘China Doll Peel’ is very popular in Asia, and has been the treatment of choice by Asian
celebrities.

Wh at skin condition s do es it work b est on?



Dull skin * Large and congested pores *Active acne (including blackheads and whiteheads)
Uneven texture *Fine lines and wrinkles *Pigmentation *Surface acne scars *Mild redness
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Th e r esults you can exp ect
An immediate clean and clearer complexion can be achieved after just one treatment and you
can expect to see subtle, yet cumulative results with skin imperfections after each treatment.

Get the clear, porcelain-like skin
you've always wanted
If you are suffering from conditions such as dull skin, enlarged and congested pores, active
acne, surface acne scarring, pigmentation, fine lines and mild redness, then the China Doll
Rejuvenation treatment is an excellent option.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQHV6xmY3wY
Treatment sessions:
1 per fortnight (face only)
30 minutes
$250 each
A course of 6 – 10 sessions can be done for total rejuvenation.
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